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PROJECT FOCUS: ARNOLD HILL ACADEMY

Top marks for Advanced at
Academy roof project
RCI hears about an interesting flat roofing project at the new
Arnold Hill Academy in Nottingham

IG Design and Technology has praised
the outstanding quality of workmanship
of one of its long-standing accredited
contractors, Derbyshire-based Advanced
Roofing, at the new Arnold Hill
Academy in Nottingham.
The £14m Arnold Hill Academy is part of the
Priority School Building Programme (PSBP) and
is being constructed adjacent to the existing
school in Nottingham, which will be subsequently
demolished. The new Academy’s 3,570m² flat roof
covers 8,200m² of replacement teaching space,
science labs, an indoor sports hall and a drama
studio. SIG Design and Technology became
involved in the project as part of their Roofing
Design Services Partnership with Wates, a
bespoke framework agreement which means that
SIG must find the most cost effective and robust
flat roof solution for Wates projects. The SIG
business works alongside the main contractor,
their consultants and subcontractors to deliver
full and impartial design and specification
services, monitor accredited contractors and
supply a single point guarantee.
In this case, the new three-storey academy
building was to be constructed using Wates’
ADAPT modular steel system. The short
programme called for the roof package to be
completed early as part of the project’s critical
path to ensure early weather tightness and
support the progress of other trades.
Also, as part of PSBP requirements, the roof to
the sports hall, main hall and activity studio had
to comply with rain noise legislation in
accordance with BS-EN-140-18. Independent
laboratory testing is necessary to show
compliance here.
The Academy’s roofs’ construction comprised a
combination of concrete plank and deep profile
metal deck. SIG proposed a value engineered
robust solution using a single ply membrane
build-up of IKO Armourplan P and PSG
membranes, IKO Enertherm ALU insulation
board and associated VCL, acoustic mat and
fixings. With a successful track record spanning
over 30 years, Armourplan is the only UKproduced single ply membrane and is often
chosen by specifiers for its green credentials and
lower environmental impact.
The Internal Design Project Team from SIG were
able to develop a certified build up for the BB93
compliant elements of the roof and to confirm
that a perforated deck would not be necessary due
to the fact that a Class A in-lay grid ceiling system
was installed.
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Images show the Arnold Hill Academy roof

Change in roof height
The project included a 3.5m change in roof height
between elements of the structure, the upstand to
which it is conventionally rendered. SIG Design
and Technology suggested covering the upstand
in single ply which would remove the need for an
interface with an additional trade and assist the
project’s airtightness.
The perimeter detail to the main roof area
consisted of a small parapet wall, to which
Advanced Roofing had to install a plywood
substrate. Although this parapet was constructed
to a relatively ‘standard’ detail, the perimeter
edge protection was installed through the parapet
top, to allow works to continue on both the roof
and the walls. This meant that Advanced
Roofing had to ‘work-around’ many scaffold
poles while ensuring the building remained
watertight. On completion of the roofing works,
the scaffold was removed from the roof perimeter
and the ‘holes’ made good by Advanced Roofing
installers, while working off safety lines and
harnesses.

Partnership delivers quality
and efficiencies
SIG Design and Technology worked closely with
IID, the architects of the new building, and coordinated with Wates’ own design portal to
produce 25 detailed drawings, thermal
calculations, acoustic appraisal, condensation risk
analysis and wind uplift calculations.
In a roofing contract worth circa £450k,
Advanced Roofing installed all elements of the
roof build-up including a deep profile structural
metal deck, barrel vault rooflights and ‘Sunpipe’
rooflights.
This detailed approach delivered cost efficiencies

as it enabled the DATAC Accredited Contractor
to install the waterproofing to SIG’s specification
without screed over engineered concrete
planking.
SIG Design and Technology’s business
development manager Steve Scottorn said:
“Advanced Roofing’s reputation for quality of
workmanship has been well earned over the years.
The Arnold Hill Academy is yet another example
of roof work executed to the highest of
standards.”
During installation SIG carried out regular
quality control inspections and issued a single
point guarantee on completion so the roof could
be handed over to Wates Construction as ‘defectfree’.
David Moor, Associate at IID Architects with
responsibility for Arnold Hill Academy, found the
process of working with the SIG/Wates
partnership very efficient: “It’s a very good,
streamlined process – everyone knows what
they’re doing. The benefit for us is how quickly
the programme moves forward without delays – it
saves a lot of time as you get to the solution more
quickly.”
The roof construction and waterproofing was
mostly completed within an eight-week
programme during November 2015 by a core
team of five trained and qualified installers
including one apprentice. Advanced operates its
own roofing training school, the Derbyshire
Construction Skills College (NFRC member).
Timely local deliveries were made by SIG’s local
roofing branch network in order to minimise onsite storage space.
The new school building will be complete and
ready for students in time for the start of the
autumn 2016 term.
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